best way to fight against this omnipresent problem, because only participation and fight is guarantee for development. Anti-corruption policies are important tool in building healthy society and system, but in case of Bosnia and Herzegovina, there is long road on a way to complete successfully European integration.
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**ABSTRACT**

The primary purpose of this article is research of the Green Economy in the Global World, Green Economy Implementations in the World and Examples of Turkey. The importance of green economy is improved by various environmental events day by day. According to this case, we have researched many resources which about the effects of green economy and combined the all information that two categorized as world applications and examples of Turkey. Actually, we have defined that what green economy is, with many different words in order to understandable for everybody because, if we would like to talk the importance of green economy we must know that what it is. It is also important for big companies and political forces. A lot of company knows that the green economy will bring a big profit margin, more employment and less damaged nature. But, only a few big companies which placed in the developed country try to do green economic factors in their work life and corporate culture. The developed countries like U.S.A, France, Germany and less developed countries like Egypt, India and China carry out the green economy in order to improve their economy. For example, in the U.S.A, the political forces has over than $900 billion to use controlling country’s economy but they used the 10% of this money for green economy
and they have received a lot of return. In this study, we must recognize that, Turkey needs to use green economy every part of production and economics. We also focused on the weakness of green economy in Turkey. Recent, there is much study to increase using green economy in Turkey. Some politicians and economists want to give information’s to people in order to teaching what green economy is. This is important for Turkey.
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**ABSTRACT**

The Islamic banking and finance is the segment of global financial system that has the fastest growth rate. Today, the center of Islamic finance is in the London. UK has the longest experience is Islamic banking, despite the fact that Muslims are not the biggest population there. So what is the situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina regarding the use of Islamic banking and its products? The study attempts to analyze the relationship between religion and Islamic banking service adoption in Bosnia and Herzegovina, as well as the level of awareness of BH citizens of Islamic banking. Bosnia and Herzegovina is multiethnic country, in other words, people of different religious groups are represented there. So are the other religious teachings in accordance with the use of Islamic banking, what are their perceptions of it? The questionnaire is used to assess the opinions of BH citizens. It is distributed to the sample of 26 people, mainly to the students. The sample is selected randomly among the users and non-users of Islamic banking. After the data is gathered, it is analyzed in SPSS, using descriptive statistics (frequencies, Chi-Square test).